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About Sakthi Foundation
Core Mission

a charity, social-profit, non-religious
organization, with the core mission to create public awareness for leading a healthy,
happy life, through rational analysis of solving problems in life.

The Sakthi Foundation is

The when and where.
was registered in 1998 at Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, by
Drs. Sendurai A. Mani and Pradheep Chhalliyil. The unique vision of the foundation
attracted Dr.M. Madeswaran, Mr.M.Ganesan, and Mr.Jeyaraman to join the team work as
board members. Our family members and friends are also actively participating in this
opus.

The Sakthi Foundation,

Who
Dr.Pradheep Chhaliyil, Ph.D works as a senior Research Scientist in a company in
USA. Drs. Sendurai A. Mani, Ph.D, is an Associate professor at a Cancer Institute in
USA. Dr. M. Madeswaran, Ph.D is a senior teacher at a Montessori school in Chennai. Mr.
M.Ganesan is a businessman owning a biotechnology supporting company.
Mr.A.Jeyaraman is a bank officer in Dindugal.

Name

“Sakthi” means “Energy”, that which ticks the whole Universe to function.
Journeying through life processes, every individual can realize this “Energy” within. This
inner-search is the foundation of life. Hence we named the organization “Sakthi
Foundation”.

Why
All the board members are highly educated with national and international work
experience and are financially self-supported through their own job and business. Most of
them are born in economically challenged families and worked hard to get good
education and finally achieved a good social status in life. They all feel that it was the
society gave a helping hand to come up in their life and lead a high quality life. They
feel that they are obligated to serve the society which will bring out more successful and
happy individuals.
The members squeeze their free time and finances to give supporting hands to others to
come up high in life. There is a huge interest for lot of youngsters to join hands with us
to create a peaceful society. We are creating a network of similar attitude groups to work
for a better world.
Our mission is revolutionary but at the same time, like to follow the rules and regulations
of the government. Hence we are applying to the Indian government, to permit us to do
our vision obliging to the laws of the country. Our expansion and realization of vision
needs the support of the government.
In the next 25 pages, We would like to share how we have been touching the lives of
many individuals in India and abroad and how we would like to expand this work to the
future.

Current Board Members:

Dr. Pradheep Chhalliyil, Ph.D – Director
Dr. Sendurai Mani , Ph.D – President
Mr. M. Ganesan- Treasurer
Mr.A.Jeyaraman, MBA – Projects Manager
Dr.M.Madeswaran, Ph.D – Secretary
Board Members:
Till this date the Board members of Sakthi Foundation have contributed their time,
energy and funds without any thing in return. Apart from their own personal funding, all
the donations that comes from the public are solely used for the foundation activities.
There are no paid board members in the organization and so no over head charges ,
leaving the funds for foundation promotional and charitable activities only. The prime
function is educational and we provide this information through the web page which is
freely accessible with no fees. Video and audio materials are supplied with minimum cost
for shipping and handling only.

Annual Report of the year 1998
Health is vital for happiness. Therefore Sakthi foundation first step was to bring
awareness of health.
World Health organization (WHO) reported in early 19 th Century that cancer is least in
developing countries like India. But In late 1990‟s WHO warned of the increase in cancer
rates in India. We decided to bring public awareness of cancer, the cause of the disease
and how to prevent and cure it.

Tamil book “Putrunoyum Unavum”
In December 1998, the foundation took measures
to bring awareness in the public about healthy life style
and prevent diseases especially Cancer. The Tamil
book “Putrunoyum Unavum” by Dr. Pradheep Chhalliyil
and Dr. M. Madeswaran was used in this awareness
campaign. Many copies were send to local libraries
and collages and also made available in many book
shops .
This 230 pages book in Tamil, has a
scientific discussion on the cause of cancer, advantages
and dis-advantages of various medical treatment
options, and the rational approach of prevention and
curing of Cancer. The book discussed the role of
stressful mind in the development and during
treatment of cancer. Very practical tips on diet was
provided for the advantage of cancer patients
undergoing various treatments like chemotherapy and
radiation.
A Bank of Baroda account was formed in Tatabad
branch, Coimbatore in 1998 for Sakthi foundation
transactions.

Annual Report of the year 1999
There was good public response about the Health
and Cancer prevention awareness campaign.
Every day many patients communicated and
shared their positive experiences about the
holistic life style recommended by Sakthi
foundation.
Testimonials from several patients both
from India and abroad were received by
the foundation. So the foundation has
made attempts and translated this book
in Malayalam also.

Pancha Bhoota Therapy
Dr. Pradheep Chhalliyil, started
collecting and writing about Indian
traditional methods for various diseases.
Ancient Indian Science describes five
five-holographic (Wholeness in parts)
principles as the solution for problems in
life at physical, mental, Intellectual,
Spiritual and Cosmic levels. These five
principles in Ancient Indian science were
known as the Pancha Bhootas or five
elements. In modern scientific language
it means the five laws of nature that
which is the fundamental of creation as well as the human body.
Mental stress contributed to the rise of various chronic and acute diseases. Body and
Mind relaxation techniques like Yoga, Pranayama and Meditation is proved by modern
scientific research to be highly effective to relieve stress and prevent and cure many
physical and mental ailments.
Several people got relief and cure from various diseases following the health suggestions
of Dr.pradheep Chhalliyil. The public encouraged Sakthi Foundation members to spread
the simple, cost effective and natural method of Pancha Bhoota healing, so that lot of
people all around the world will be benefitted.

A Yoga DVD was produced by Mrs.Priya K Chhalliyil and Dr. Pradheep Chhalliyil, was
released in 1999 and well received in several European and American countries.

Annual Report for the year 2000
Several hundred people in India and all over the world contacted health suggestions
from Sakthi Foundation for various diseases. The health approach Scientific, very
simple, cost effective and highly successful.

Sakthi Foundation was appreciated for relieving suffering of several hundreds of people
with various diseases like cancer, diabetes, Infertility issues, hypertension, kidney
stones, obesity, hydrocephalus etc (See more details in Appendix-2). All the treatment
suggestions were given free of money without any discrimination of caste, creed, sex,
race, economic status or nationality.

Helping patients in India.
As the responses from all parts of India and over the world increased, there was a
need to reach more people through internet. Sakthi Foundation web site
(http://www.sakthifoundation.org) was launched with several hundred pages of
information freely available to the people all over the globe.
Pancha Bhoota health information was published in the Magazine YOGA
INTERNATIONAL in 2000 and due to the popularity was again republished in 2007
(http://www.himalayaninstitute.org/yogaplus/Article.aspx?id=2966).
The five holographic (Wholeness in parts) fundamental Cosmic laws of Nature
(Elements) are known as the Pancha Bhootas in Indian Scientific heritage. These five
laws are reflected right from the source (Universe) to the highest evolved species,
human. Sakthi Foundation operates based on these simple but powerful principles;
Physical, Emotional, Intelligential, Self-Awareness, and Universal-Consciousness.

Relaxation & Meditation Audio CD
Sakthi foundation produced and released an audio CD
RELAXATION AND MEDITATION.

called PANCHA-BOOTHA-

Annual report for the year 2001
Due to the increasing popularity of Sakthi Foundation‟s healing suggestions in the USA,
Sakthi Foundation was registered as a non religious, non-profit, social service,
501(c)(3) Tax exempt organization formed in 2001. The USA government gave
permission to Sakthi Foundation as a Non-profit charity Tax-exempted Trust
organization in 2002 and later the tax-deductible status in 2005 (See Appendix-1).

Sakthi Foundation in USA
Sakthi Foundation USA head-office was formed in Fairfield, Iowa at 1507 Lone Oak
Circle, Iowa, IA- 52556, USA.
Sakthi Foundation by this time had responded to health-suggestion requests from
several thousands of patients through e-mails. Again the foundation members worked
after their work hours freely to this noble cause of relieving physical suffering of people.
All the benefits received as donation will be used for funding charitable activities in
countries like India.

Annual Report for the year 2002
Sakthi foundation continued its charitable activities of spreading the awareness of
healthy life style. The foundation applied for nonprofit status in USA 501C(3). Several
public talks and talks in a few conferences, articles in web site were done to create
more health awareness.
Sakthi Gita , a methodology to
relieve mental suffering and
stress in life was initiated this
year.
This focuses on the
personality of the individual which
will help to deal with relationship
problems one encounters at
various types of interactions with
other fellow beings.

Web-site
Members
of
the
foundation
responded to individual letters of people and gave health suggestions. Till this date the
members have contributed their time and energy without any thing in return. All the
funding comes from the public and solely used for the foundation activities. There are
no paid employees in the organization and so no over head charges , leaving the funds
for foundation promotional and charitable activities only. The prime function is
educational and we provide this information through the web page which is freely
accessible with no fees. Video and audio materials are supplied with minimum cost for
shipping and handling only.
The web site had been visited
more than 100,000 times in the
past five years.

Annual Report for the year 2003
A Well for social life: Sakthi Foundation in 2003 took the next step to help in the
improving the quality of life.
Ananda Ashram of Thalaseri in Kerala got sponsored by the foundation RS.25,000
to dig a well to provide water facility to the local tribal colony. This gave the tribal colony
water to several families. Women and children had to walk long distances to collect
water for their living. The well sponsored by Sakthi Foundation was a relief to that small
village.

Health Camp: The foundation members also visited Koothuparambu village in Kerala
in August 2003 and gave free consultancy to many patients and promoted Pancha-

Bootha
therapy.
The
health
suggestions was found logical, simple
and cost effective by the villagers.
Increase
in modern medical costs
becomes unaffordable by many people
and natural methods like Pancha
Bhoota was very appealing to the
public.

Orphange:
Sakthi Foundation touched the life of
several orphans children in Balar Illam
in Madurai, an orphanage centre.
Sakthi Foundation member Mr.Jeyaraman frequently visited the center and motivated
the children to pursue higher education. Books needed for the children was provided by
Sakthi Foundation.
Many orphan children felt sad when they did not like other children have new dress
for festival like Deepavali. Mr.Jeyaraman offered Deepawali dresses and also sports
materials to the children.

Annual Report for the year 2004
Book explaining Movie based on Indian Philosophy:
Indian Sakthi foundation through Sakthi books published a book
„‟ JOURNEY TOWARDS THE SOURCE
based on the movie
MATRIX in the USA. The author Dr.Pradheep Chhalliyil, used the
movie theme to bring out the Indian Scientific and Cultural
heritage. It practically helps the common man to understand the
cause of mental suffering and stress in life.
The movie was a deep scientific and spiritual query about
the reality of the world we are living. The theme was a personal
Journey to the Source of knowledge. The music director of the
movie Don Davis wrote the foreword to the book.
The book was quoted as a separate chapter in another book
called
One: Essential Writings on Nonduality
by
Jerry Katz

The book was widely received and also won an
award in a Hollywood spiritual film festival as the
best book on spiritual movies.

Motivating children to continue education:
Though the Government of Tamil Nadu have various schemes to help children with free
education, some parents in Sendurai village in Dindugal dt, could not afford basic
requirement of dress and books for children to go to school.
Three students in
Sendurai village in Dindugal district got sponsored for their school expenses by the
foundation.

Like 2003, this year also Madurai, BALAR ILLAM orphan children were gifted
Deepawali dresses.

with

Annual Report for the year 2005
Tamil VCD on Pregnancy
Sakthi foundation has produced and released a video CD on
PREGNANCY AND NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING. This year was
the focus on women. Several couples who had problems
conceiving children were given simple traditional Indian health
suggestions. This VCD also helps with the same information to
do healthy family planning without damaging the reproductive
cycle of the female. This VCD is produced by Family Americas
Foundation and we have dubbed into Tamil (soon in other
Indian languages) with permission.

Child Support -Help for a Handicapped Child
Sakthi Foundation extends its charity work to help
physically challenged children's education. There are many
kids who do not get education due to physical disability to go
to school. In 2003 we gave one nine year old kid who with his
paralyzed legs crawled every day to his school. Sakthi
Foundation donated this kid a wheel chair to enable to go to
school without crawling from home to school. (See picture of
the child who received help).
We are sharing this picture with the child's permission just
to let you know that we all can make a remarkable change in
some one else life through our small donations. This is a
touching letter of the child who wrote with his own hand
writing in Tamil language and here is the translation.
Sir,
I am delighted as experiencing God through the help I received to
overcome my physical disability and attend school. I see you in the image of
God for enabling me to continue my sixth grade class. I have no words to
express my gratitude to your unforgettable help. Thanks
M. Mutharasu. Sendurai in Dindigul , Tamil Nadu, India. Oct-2005.
Mr.Muthuraj is now in plus two class (2010), walking with confidence in school and
studying well.

Annual Report for the year 2006
Health Awareness To create more health Awareness in general public, Dr. Pradheep
Chhalliyil talked on Pancha Bhoota in the KAIRALI
TV CHANNEL. There was wide response through
that.
The foundation also released 3 Video CD‟s and DVD
on the five health principles of Pancha-Bootha
healing. The dvd explains the basics questions and
its scientific relevance regarding the Pancha Bhoota
therapy.

A Poor girl's Education
This girl lost her father and her sisters are partially
or fully blind. This girl is very good at studies and
her dream is to to study well go to college and
support her blind sisters. She dropped from school
at sixth grade because her poor mother could not
support her children.
Sakthi foundation is supporting the girl's
education and promised her to help all through her
college. Chitra has now resumed school and is in
seventh grade in 2005.
In her touching letter, she thanks Sakthi
foundation for lighting her education light to remove
darkness of her sisters.

Annual Report for the year 2007
The foundation reactivated BANK OF BARODA account in Tatabad Coimbatore.

New Members
The foundation members unanimously agreed and appointed Mr.M.Ganesan, as the
treasurer. The Sakthi Foundation made an address change to 113, weavers colony,
Ondipudur, Coimbatore – 641016. Mr.A.Jayaraman son of Mr. Ayyannan is appointed as
PROGRAM MANAGER of Sakthi foundation.

Eye Camp
Mr.Jayaraman took charge of successfully conducting eye camps. The foundation with
Aravind eye hospital, Madurai conducted a free eye camp in Sendurai village in Dindigul
district. Sakthi Foundation sponsored a very successful free Eye camp on January 27th
2007, in Sendurai Village, Dindigul Dt, Tamil Nadu. The eye camp was done by Aravind
Eye Hospital (Madurai) team of Doctors and Nurses.
Mr.Jeyaraman and his volunteer friends worked with dedication to bring Aravind Eye
hospital Doctors and Medical staff to serve the people of Sendurai. Many old people

were living with poor eye sight quality because of poverty and neglect of their children.
This eye camp brought light into their life.
Around 330 people were tested and 63 people were given free cataract surgery on the
very same day. These 63 were thus restored vision. Aravind eye hospital team were
very impressed the way Sakthi Foundation volunteers organized the camp and
requested to conduct this in other places too. (Please see the attached Aravind hospital
report).
To more than 100 poor patients, free lunch food packet was also distributed.

In poor villages like Sendurai, poor people
especially old and children do not get their vision
problems checked and corrected due to high
medical expenses. Eye camps like these
immensely help in giving vision to these needed
people. The response was great that we had to
turndown many needed people due to time
constraints. We are thinking to conduct again
such a camp by middle of 2007.
In 2007, Dr.Mani and his wife Poornima Mani
asked their friends to avoid wedding gifts and
instead donate to the Sakthi School Project.
They continue to raise funds for the schools
through their network of friends.

Second

eye camp:
Sakthi Foundation
sponsored a free Eye camp on July 12th 2007, in
Sendurai Village, Dindigul Dt, Tamil Nadu. The
eye camp was done by Aravind Eye Hospital
(Madurai) team of Doctors and Nurses.
Around 300 people from the surrounding
villages of Sendurai and Natham were tested
and 70 people were given free cataract surgery
on the very same day. These 70 were thus
restored vision. Aravind eye hospital team were very impressed the way Sakthi
Foundation volunteers organized the camp and requested to conduct this in other places
too.
To more 150 poor patients food was also distributed.

VCD in other Indian Languages:
A VCD in Malayalam was created to bring awareness of fertility issues, to treat it without
harming women‟s health. Several couples who had problems conceiving children were
given simple traditional Indian health suggestions.
This VCD also helps the same information to do healthy family planning without
damaging the reproductive cycle of the female.
This VCD is produced by Family Americas
Foundation and we have been dubbed earlier
into Tamil and now into Malayalam with
permission. The voice was dubbed by Priya K
Chhalliyil and Pranav Chhalliyil.

Sakthi School:
The foundation has decided to begin a
MONTESSORI SCHOOL for the age group two
and a half years in Sendurai village in Dindigul
dt.

Encourage children in charity work:
We encourage children in the very young age
to have the spirit of contributing to the society.
Pranav Chhalliyil aged seven, took initiative in
donating and collecting school materials,

learning tools and toys for children for the Sakthi School. Pranav and other children will
be part of our distant-phone-spoken English education, were they will talk over phone
and through casual communication will help in spoken English.

Annual Report for the year 2008
Third eye camp: Sakthi Foundation sponsored a free Eye camp on May 2008, in
Sendurai Village, Dindigul Dt, Tamil Nadu. The eye camp was done by Aravind Eye
Hospital (Madurai) team of Doctors and Nurses.
Around 200 people from the surrounding villages of Sendurai and Natham were
tested and 40 people were given free cataract surgery on the very same day. These 55
were thus restored vision. Aravind eye hospital team were very impressed the way
Sakthi Foundation volunteers organized the camp and requested to conduct this in other
places too.
To more 90 poor patients food was also distributed.

DVD on Pregnancy
A DVD in Pregnancy care was done in
Tamil for local people to give birth to
healthy children free from diseases. The
dvd contains information about the
foods to eat, good thoughts to be
thought, exercises etc.
This information helps to prevent
children born with various illness. This
DVD is a guide to many couples who do
not have parents or grandparents to
guide nuclear families due to rapid
urbanization.
Traditional
Indian
knowledge that was passed on to generations have been given documented in this DVD.

Diabetes Awareness
Diabetes is alarmingly increasing in rural areas of India due to lack of awareness of diet
and exercise. Translation of English diabetes documents were done in Tamil to help the
local people.
Several hundreds of people were given Pancha
Bhoota healing suggestions for various diseases
through our web site and also through public talks
and booklets this year.
Mo nt ess ori Ho use of
children
Estd: 2007

Sakthi School
Sakthi Montessori School is revolutionizing the
quality of Education in economically challenged
Village Sendurai, at a very low cost. Sakthi School
also offer a high quality Montessori training to rural
women, and offer them employment at the school.

Good payment for our staff.
Gandhiji wanted Dr.Montessori to spread her
education in all villages of India especially for
farmers, but unfortunately she could not and few
people tried their best. Then the system has gone to
very high rich people of the world and even
Montessori teacher training became familiar only among highly women. We have broken

that and through native language we have
achieved the system with true results. Her
books are very important for the child care
and education and they are also very difficult
for the common man to understand in depth.
We have started writing articles in simple
Tamil about her main features about child
education and care, distributing to our village
parents.
Dr.Madeswaran tirelessly worked in the week
ends and holidays to train teachers in the
Montessori system of education. Almost all week ends he travelled 26 hours back and
forth to Sendurai from Chennai for training the teachers.

Remarkable achievements of Namma Veedu Montessori School









Sakthi school was able to provide Montessori education from age 1 to 6 years old
children for very low fees, which would otherwise unaffordable by villagers.
Changed the behavior of children attending Sakthi school, which they carried and
transformed the parents also.
Exposure to high quality Montessori education by which very young children have
developed
self
discipline,
good
language
communications and social skills.
 Children below 3 years of working parents have
been nurtured under good care.
 Inclusive education has tamed an autism child to a
normal one.
 A physically challenged girl became independent
by the love and support of teachers.
 Villager parents have started giving importance
and thoughts to the needs of children.
Families associated with the school have started understanding the psychic needs
of their children.
Village teachers have understood the value of child care without corporeal
punishment through Montessori educational philosophy.
Villagers are able to know the need for education in very young age.
Village parents have started mingling with other parents , dissolving the barriers
of casteism.
For more details of the school, please see the attached brochure.

Annual Report for the year 2009
Fourth eye camp:
Sakthi Foundation sponsored a free Eye camp on May 2009, in Sendurai
Village, Dindigul Dt, Tamil Nadu. The eye camp was done by Aravind Eye Hospital
(Madurai) team of Doctors and Nurses.
Around 500 people from the surrounding
villages of Sendurai and Natham were tested and 89 people were given free cataract
surgery on the very same day. These 60 were thus restored vision. Aravind eye hospital
team were very impressed the way Sakthi Foundation volunteers organized the camp
and requested to conduct this in other places too.
To more 100 poor patients food was also distributed.

Health Awareness in children: A one day children health awareness with Pancha
Bhoota methodology was conducted in Chennai Ramavaram Mr.Narayan NGO trustknown as “Puthiyathor”. Using Montessori methodology 35 children from classes one to

plus-two attended and got immense
benefit about the importance of caring
health in their education.
The same workshop was repeated also
at Beasant Nagar, for the children of
Washerman
community
(DhobiVannaan Thurai). Fifty Children of
standard one to 12th attended.
Rs. 1000 was given to a poor girl to
continue her education.

Yoga for children
2009
January
Guruji
Shri
Chandrasekaran, Chandra ashram for
yogic studies from Pondichery along with his yoga members visited our school and gave
awareness about educations for young age and taught very basic yoga postures to
children as well as to teachers who are handling our children.

Helping physically challenged children of Sendurai village.
Mishal , a four old girl was given a handicapped walker, so that this child can overcome
her loneliness whenever goes to work at home. Rs.850.
Two children, Mishal and Arun Pandi children were taken to Madurai to do diagnosis of
their physical inability (Hearing impairment) Rs. 500.

Help to prevent school drops out children
Madurai-Seed is a very successful after school-education program which support children
to continue education and prevent drop-out from school. Around 300 economically
challenged children are taken care by Madurai Seed organization.
Many of these children without seed's support have high chances to drop out of school
due to economic pressure. Sakthi Foundation encourages other organizations which
helps education of economically-challenged children.

Spoken English program
Over phone , everyday one of the Sakthi Foundation member “Mrs.Balambika Mahesh”
gives spoken and English grammar. Teachers at Sakthi School and some children in
Madurai Seed center find it very useful. We spend more than Rs.4500 for this Spoken
English program every month.

Motivating Science program
Sakthi Foundation plans to teach and guide children from overseas volunteers also. We
are planning to teach science, Tamil and other
subjects. Only if we encourage creative science in
schools , India will produce more teachers and
scientists in future.
In October 2009 , Sakthi Foundation members
visited Madurai Seed organization. In the same
month, 50 Madurai seed students visited Sakthi
School and observed its activities. In December
Sakthi Foundation board members also visited
Madurai Seed and gave inspiration to children to
study. Couple of DVD „s helping to learn science with fun were handed to children.

Prizes
Sakthi Interschool competition at Sendurai village, 7 types grade 1-12. children 25. 24
children were given prizes.
.

Tamil Translation
Dr.Madeswaran is translating many English books on parenting, Montessori education,
health etc. He is also writing articles in Tamil about child care, parenting based on
Montessori education. Usually Montessori is affordable only by wealthy children.
Madeswaran articles in Tamils helps parents and children to learn about Montessori
system.

English program for village teachers This year our school village teachers we given
five days a week spoken English lessons over phone by Mrs. Balambika Mahesh.
Grammar and usage of English language for communication on a daily basis made
teachers to talk with confidence in English.

Encouraging teacher’s higher Education
Education is the mission of Sakthi Foundation and we wanted teachers to get the
highest possible education. We encouraged Sakthi school teachers to do correspondence
education in Madurai kamaraj University. We give them all support in this regard like
salary, leave and flexibility in working time. Dr.Madeswaran also gives tutoring in their
subjects. Mrs.Balambika Mahesh also gives guidance for their English subject in their
degree program.

Sustainable Living:
Mr.Jayaraman is also focusing on sustainable
living principle including organic agriculture
through the foundation. Sakthi foundation is
giving useful tips to farmers for sustainable
agriculture.

Health Service:
Several hundred people in India and all
over the world continue to contact health
suggestions from Sakthi Foundation for
various diseases. Sakthi Foundation was appreciated for relieving suffering of several
hundreds of people with various diseases like cancer, diabetes, Infertility issues and
many other diseases.
All the treatment suggestions were given free of money without any discrimination of
caste, creed, sex, race, economic status or nationality.
This year almost 1000 unique visitors are clicking on Sakthi Foundation web
every single day.

